1. Solution of a partial differential equation by means of a definite integral. Soon after the publication of Whittaker's solution of Laplace's equationf it was realized that the linear homogeneous partial differential equation by simply choosing functions £(r), v(t), f(r) such thatj fU(r) ,v(t) ,f(r)]=0
and making the upper limit 6 a constant. It has been known for some time § that if the upper limit d is not a constant but a function of x, y, and z defined by the equation (2) xZ (8) 
where as before d"
To investigate this expansion we shall endeavor to represent the definite integral on the left hand side by a contour integral
where C is a simple contour enclosing the point s = a and also just one root of the equation (2) s-x<j>(s) = a .
* The method used for this simplified form of the theorem can readily be extended so as to be applicable to the general expansion. In §4 the extension is given in detail for the case in which FW,t] = 1.
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When the contour C is given we may choose x so that for all points on the perimeter of C we have the inequality \x<b(s)\< \s-a\ ; then, just as in Hermite's proof of Lagrange's theorem,* it can be shown that the equation (2) has just one root within C.
Let us now suppose that the functions <p(s) and F[a+x<p(s) -s, s] are analytic within C and on its boundary for values of x that enter into consideration ; then expanding by Taylor's theorem we have
The coefficient of xn in the Taylor expansion of / in powers of x is thus
The first term in this series may be evaluated at once by Cauchy's theorem while the other terms may be evaluated by Cauchy's theorem after they C"= 1, n>k .
The term involving xn is thus
and so the expansion has the form given above. It is easy to obtain a formula for the remainder after the term (3) but the formula is complicated and hardly worth writing down. An expression for the remainder may be obtained also by remarking that the integral
is a function of z and, when this function is analytic, Lagrange's theorem may be appUed to it in the usual way and a formula for the remainder written down.
The following alternative method of obtaining the coefficients in the expansion has been developed from a suggestion made by an editor of this journal.
Differentiating the expression An editor has kindly remarked that our expansion problem can be regarded as a particular case of the following more general expansion problem.
Let w =/(x, z) be a function which is holomorphic in the neighborhood of x = 0 and z = a, let 0(z) be holomorphic in the neighborhood of z = a and let z = z(x) be that solution of the equation z = a+x<p(z) which is holomorphic in the neighborhood of x = 0 and tends to the value a as x->0. The problem is to expand w in a power series in x convergent for sufficiently small values of \x\.
This problem, in its turn, is merely a special case of a more general problem treated by Cauchy.* Given a function g(z, x) holomorphic for \z\ <r, \x\ <p, for which z = 0 is an w-fold 0 of g(z, 0). Let ri<r and px<p be so chosen that for |x| £pi, the function g(z, x) is different from zero on the circle \z\ =rx and admits of m zeros zx, z2, zm inside of this circle, which zeros are continuous functions of x, vanishing with x. Finally let/(x, 2) be an analytic function of x and z which is holomorphic for |x| <px, \z\ <rx. Then the sum Putting t = l and transforming back to the variable 0 we obtain the expansion (2) B=t+fi(iirr i«tw+^)+*w}\-i
Regarding this as the Taylor expansion of co in powers of a, 6 and c, we may calculate the different partial derivatives of order m with respect to the three independent variables x, y and z by finding the coefficients of the different products of powers of a, b and c. The general result can be expressed in the form (1). The result of § 1 may be derived from that of § 2 with the aid of the above device of introducing an auxiliary variable /. This device is a familiar one in the theory of Taylor series in several variables and the theorem used in obtaining (2) is really one generalization of Lagrange's theorem for the case of several independent variables. An entirely different generalization giving a power series in more than one variable has been obtained by Darbouxj for the case of two variables and by Stieltjesf for the case of n variables.
Stieltjes remarks that the method by which Heine derived Lagrange's expansion by the calculus of variations! can be generalized so as to give more general expansions. || Many other generalizations of Lagrange's expansion are known. Besides
